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Introducing the first broom specially 
designed for fibreglass, tiled and vinyl  
lined pools.

Aqua Fingers® features a high-density 
microfibre attachment that makes cleaning 
smooth surface pools easier and quicker.

Simply click and clean for a sparkling pool.
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AUSTRALIAN MEMBER

All it takes is a quick sweep to clean curved corners,  
ridges, crevices and steps on smooth pool surfaces  
thanks to a flexible design that manoeuvres around  
tight spots and awkward areas.

• premium microfibre chenille attachment is  
gentle on smooth surfaces

• Flexible head easily dislodges particles from  
tight areas

• Ideal for cleaning fibreglass, tiled and vinyl  
lined pools

• Suitable for cleaning glass fences, windows,  
pool covers and pool coping

• replacement chenille attachment available

Warranty :
The Aqua Fingers® Multi-purpose Microfibre 
pool Broom are covered by a 2 year warranty 
against faulty manufacture and workmanship for 
domestic and commercial use, excluding normal 
wear and tear of the Microfibre attachment.

Aqua Fingers® Multi-purpose 
Microfibre pool Broom

patented Aqua Fingers® makes 
cleaning fibreglass, tiled and  
vinyl lined swimming pools 
easier and quicker as more 
surface area is covered by its 
high-density microfibre chenille 
attachment, flexible body and 
curved underbelly. This ensures 
no nooks or crannies are 
missed.

Flexible body for 
curves and ridges

Curved underbelly to allow 
more angles of operation

reinforced neck for 
superior durability

large water  
flow gaps

large surface area for 
effective cleaning

High-density 
of chenilles 
for enhanced 
performance




